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A B S T R A C T

Although investments of R&D by government and firms have enlarged and the amount of patents has increased
rapidly, R&D almost fails to commercialize for various reasons. For the purpose of decreasing failure rate of
technology commercialization, it is important to identify emerging business based on technology in advance and
establish appropriate strategy, leading to surviving at the market. Therefore, this paper aims to explore emerging
Research and Business Development (R&BD) areas, and establish a business strategy based on valuable patents
by comprehensively analyzing IPRs - patent as well as design and trademark. First, unrevealed but potential R&
BD areas are explored by analyzing the relation between patent and trademark through topic modeling and
network analysis, which aims to preferentially find potential business opportunities that can be implemented by
new technology. Potential R&BD areas are recognized as the hidden link in the network of patents and trade-
marks. Second, emerging R&BD areas are selected by considering the status of the competition and markets
through trademark analysis based on generative topographic mapping (GTM) after finding potential R&BD areas
with network analysis from the viewpoint of the applicant for a trademark. Finally, new opportunities and
strategies for successful R&BD are suggested by analyzing design patents that are representative of the ap-
pearance of a product in detail. The result of this study provides more concrete R&BD strategies within the
framework of product and business development, based on relations between IPRs, which can be regarded as an
initial study that comprehensively utilizes diverse kinds of IPRs.

1. Introduction

The economic paradigm is shifting from an asset-based economy to
a knowledge-based economy, which makes intellectual property rights
(IPRs) management more important. The IPRs involving patent, design,
and trademark serve as the driving force of national and economic
development (Alikhan, 2002; Gould and Gruben, 1996). If firms or
governments neglect IPRs, this brings about the unnecessary and en-
ormous expense, as well as hindering national development (Kanwar
and Evenson, 2003). Among others, the patent has been in the limelight
within the framework of technology management, because it contains
significant information for decades (Ernst, 2003; Wu et al., 2015). Al-
though the basic function of the patent is to protect the owners' rights
and prevent infringements (Nam and Barnett, 2011), it can be also
utilized to monitor competitors, assess technology, examine mergers
and acquisitions (M&A) options, and manage human resources, based
upon the basic function (Ernst, 2003). The trademark has also received
a lot of attention, in that it is able to protect marketing assets within

firms against competitors, as well as to link a firm with its customers
(Sandner and Block, 2011). In this way, patent and trademark have
played important roles in strategic planning and making decisions, and
so it is necessary to analyze and manage IPRs comprehensively.

As the importance of IP management increases, investments in R&D
have rapidly expanded worldwide. While this has caused many patent
applications and paper publications, some arguments have been made
about the efficiency of R&D investment. Most outputs produced by R&D
activity, such as patents and research papers, have not connected with
the product or service correctly. Namely, technology with novelty and
creativity has often failed to be commercialized, for different reasons,
like insufficient support policy, and asymmetric information between
technology and business. Thus, Research and Business, Development (R
&BD) should be emphasized that integrates both innovation and
market, to pursue both market-oriented technology and technology
commercialization. To do this, the importance of discovering new
business opportunity by considering technological aspect in advance is
continuously growing for successful commercialization.
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Great attention has been shown to the question of success and
failure of technology commercialization. The factors for success and
failure of commercialization have been derived from a variety of per-
spectives, such as resource and capability (Kassicieh et al., 2002; Lin
et al., 2015; Sohn and Moon, 2003; Zahra and Nielsen, 2002), firm
strategy (Duke, 1995; Slater and Mohr, 2006), firm structure (Duke,
1995), or commercialization environment (Gans and Stern, 2003),
using regression analysis, factor analysis, or structural equation mod-
eling. Since there has been a huge amount of R&D investment in uni-
versity and research institutions, few studies have focused on tech-
nology transfer by university-industry or university-government
relations (Hsu et al., 2015). Also, the technology commercialization
served as a mediator between organizational resources, innovative
capabilities, and venture performance (Chen and Chen, 2007). After
identifying determinants for the success of technology commercializa-
tion, there were attempts to evaluate the possibility of success or assess
the priorities of factors by using Delphi, Analytic hierarchy process, or
data envelopment analysis (Cho and Lee, 2013; Sohn and Moon, 2004).
In addition, much has been said about exploration for promising re-
search and development areas through patent analysis, since IPRs have
been regarded as one of the outcomes of R&D activity, and include
numerous items of information relevant to new technology. However,
relatively little research has investigated technology planning and
forecasting through design patents and trademarks or all kinds of IPRs
in an integral manner. This is because they have a relatively smaller
amount of information that is applicable to analysis for planning or
forecasting with quantitative methodology than patent information.
Only a few studies were conducted with the aim of developing design
patent maps by technical and design experts (C. Chen, 2009; R. Chen,
2009; Chen and Chen, 2007).

Therefore, the aim of this study is to provide an approach to identify
emerging R&BD areas through comprehensively analyzing the IPRs –
patent, trademark, and design patent – to gain as much bibliometric
information as possible from IPRs for successful technology commer-
cialization. In this paper, emerging R&BD area is defined as an area that
has the possibility to enter a new market with innovative technology.
There are representative characteristics of emergence - prominent im-
pact, high growth rate, novelty, and development effort and developers'
capabilities, which can be considered in each module and lead to ex-
plore emerging areas for R&BD. For the sake of identifying emerging R&
BD areas, first of all, potential but unrevealed R&BD areas are explored
by analyzing the relations between patents and trademarks that can
represent technology and business, respectively, based on topic mod-
eling and network analysis. The hidden links in the network become
potential areas where is possible to make a business, or implement
products, through utilizing new technology, and they are discovered by
common neighbor-based link prediction which is based on network
analysis. Second, promising R&BD areas are chosen with consideration
of the market and competition status, relying on trademark analysis
from the viewpoint of the applicant. This is because the information
related to the applicants of IPRs provides competition intelligence that
is useful to identify promising areas, conducted by network analysis
either. The emergence of potential R&BD area can be evaluated at this
step, the definition of emerging R&BD areas considered. Then, the
specific product or business will be suggested through analyzing design
patents that provide appearances related to goods. It helps decision-
makers to come up with new concepts of business.

The suggested approach intends to reflect the unique features of
each IPR, which has a different scope of protection and bibliographic
information. The patent has lots of bibliographic information about
new technology, and the design is related to the appearance of the
product based on technology. The trademark can provide the industrial
environment, for example, the scope of business of a specific firm. Thus,
the IPR is able to provide patent and technology intelligence, as well as
competitive intelligence, through IPR relation analysis. The proposed
approach explores emerging business opportunities based on

technological information, thus it is suitable to make technology-driven
business planning including market and product.

The remainder of this study is divided into five sections. Section 2
provides the review related to IPRs and R&BD, and describes the
methodologies utilized to investigate emerging R&BD areas, network
analysis, and GTM. Section 3 shows the basic concept and overall
process for integrated IPRs management; and then, Section 4 applies the
process to OLED technology to illustrate the suggested approach.
Section 5 provides insights based on the results that are induced by the
proposed framework, and finally, Section 6 brings to a conclusion with
the academic and managerial contribution of this study.

2. Background

2.1. Research and Business Development (R&BD)

R&BD is defined as the process of developing technology for value
creation through integrating market and innovation, which aims at
developing both market-oriented technology and technology commer-
cialization (C. Chen, 2009). Although it is often called in various ways –
technology commercialization, or Commercialization and Development
(C&D), it is a common activity and process among diverse definitions
that create value through the application, diffusion, and transfer of R&D
outcomes. The R&BD seeks to maximize the performance of R&D by
adjusting goal and direction step-by-step to enable research and com-
mercialization, in order to examine feasibility from an early stage.
Technology commercialization has become an activity of focal attention
and a force to be reckoned with, because technology has been an im-
portant source of national development and growth, as well as crucial
for survival in a competitive world (Kumar and Jain, 2003; Sohn and
Moon, 2004). In contrast to these trends, the success rate of technology
commercialization is relatively low, notwithstanding the great amount
of technological output, such as papers and patents. Great attention has
been shown to increase the efficiency of technology commercialization
and success factors impacting on technology commercialization (C.
Chen, 2009; R. Chen, 2009; Shibata et al., 2010; Sohn and Moon, 2003;
Svensson, 2007). Sohn and Moon (2004) proposed a decision tree
analysis of DEA, resulting in forecasting the degree of commercializa-
tion efficiency, considering the environmental characteristics of new
technology. This acquired posterior probability for effective commer-
cialization projects when it only had the information about the en-
vironmental factors. Conceição et al. (2002) described initiatives within
an innovative firm, with the aim of improving the performance of
technology commercialization, by explaining general policies and its
entrepreneurial culture. C. Chen (2009) and R. Chen (2009) studied the
effects of technology commercialization, incubator and venture capital
support on new venture performance from a resource-based view,
through regression analysis.

There were other attempts to identify business areas with a sys-
tematic approach (Lee et al., 2009; Seol et al., 2011). Lee et al. (2009)
suggested a technology-driven roadmapping process that starts from
capability analysis for technology planning, and ends with business
opportunity analysis for market planning through text mining, network
analysis, citation analysis, and index analysis. Implications from these
various techniques were represented in four maps – actor-similarity
map, actor-relations map, technology-industry map, and technology-
affinity map. Seol et al. (2011) proposed the exploration of new busi-
ness areas based upon the relative strength of firms' technologies among
the potential business opportunities. They sought to reflect the
weighted quality of patents by using data envelopment analysis, as well
as considering competitors, in adding new businesses to the firm.
Likewise, this paper aims to discover emerging R&BD areas through
analyzing IPRs data related to both technology and business. It will find
out new business opportunities and suggest directions for im-
plementation of product or market entrance with regard to technolo-
gical aspects.
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2.2. Intellectual property rights

With the advent of a knowledge-based economy, the role of IP has
shifted from legal rights, which protect from imitation by competitors
and the outcome of R&D, to the intangible assets to gain competitive
advantage (Reitzig, 2004). In this way, the IPs have an important role to
establish strategy from the viewpoints of technology, product, and
business. In particular, each IP, such as patent, design, and trademark,
has its own unique features as shown in Table 1, and these should be
considered at the early stage of R&D planning, when planning tech-
nology or market for successful R&BD, like productization or serviti-
zation.

The patent is the best-known way to create competitive advantage
by protecting and assigning exclusive power for new inventions
(Bennett, 2002; Benson and Magee, 2015; Bhaduri and Mathew, 2003;
Kim et al., 2016), since the patent has a relatively huge amount of in-
formation related to new technology, and has been utilized for a wide
range of purposes, such as technology planning, forecasting, and de-
velopment (Abraham and Moitra, 2001; Daim et al., 2006; Fabry et al.,
2006; Joung and Kim, 2017; Yan and Luo, 2017). The patent can be
classified into three types – utility patent, design patent, and plant
patent, according to the object to protect. This paper focuses on the
design patent, in that design is related to goods and services, which
have the possibilities of mass-production through applying technology.
Since a patent is granted to anyone who invents a new, original, and
ornamental design for an article of manufacture, it is able to provide the
critical information related to goods based upon the new technological
invention. The trademark is an exclusive right for products and services
designated by an applicant, and it can allow owners to gain profit or
dispose of the trademark. A strong brand protected by trademark is able
to generate promotional advantages, as well as technical advantages.

All sort of IPs have abundant information, but to develop a design
patent map is more difficult than to establish a patent map, in that
design tends to protect forms and appearances, and is a rather sub-
jective determination (Chen and Chen, 2007; Gwak and Sohn, 2017).
Among several attempts, C. Chen (2009) and R. Chen (2009) tried to
generate a design patent map with design patent examiners and de-
signers by using a multi-dimensional scale that was used to identify the
distribution of design patents, through converting primary data to
secondary data, to find the distance between patent samples. This was
an innovative study to find implications through developing a design
patent map, but subjective opinion was involved in the process of
converting data. Furthermore, they proposed a novel design of a com-
munity knowledge-based patent map system with an efficient genetic
algorithm-based dissimilarity visualization engine, which was able to
transform the dissimilarity among patents into a two-dimensional pa-
tent map (Chen et al., 2013).

2.3. Bibliometric analysis and techniques

Bibliometrics is generally defined as the quantitative study of phy-
sically published units or of bibliographic units (Broadus, 1987; Hood
and Wilson, 2001; White and McCain, 1989) and is regarded as the
measurement of texts and information (Norton, 2001; Daim et al.,

2006). While the main point of traditional method for bibliometric
analysis was to trace back academic journal citations, it is extended to
forecast potential future events by understanding the past event. Bib-
liometric analysis makes it possible to explore, organize and analyze
huge amounts of historical data which assists in identifying hidden
patterns for researchers (Ferrara and Salini, 2012).

According to bibliographic data and method, it is possible to
achieve the goal of bibliometric analysis. For example, the bibliometric
analysis is able to identify similar profiles of scholars through cluster
analysis based on a collection of patents or publications. Bibliometric
data analysis helps identifying and representing associations between
bibliometrics variables, or studying the dependency/relationship be-
tween bibliometric variables by association rules (Li et al., 2009), tree-
based models (Coronado et al., 2011), network analysis (Ding, 2011;
Kajikawa and Takeda, 2009). It serves as a tool for summarizing the
collection of bibliographic data by extracting representative topics
under an assumption that the collection of documents is described in
terms of the topics. Likewise, our paper utilizes three techniques – LDA,
network analysis, and GTM - which are suitable to analyze biblio-
graphic data and to explore hidden patterns among big data (Table 2).
The LDA assists in summarizing and deriving topics among a large
number of documents, and network analysis is used to extract hidden
patterns which are potential R&BD areas based on existing relations
between technology (Patent) and market (trademark). Along with these
techniques, the GTM also supports to investigate emerging and pro-
mising R&BD areas by identifying potential vacuums in the map.

2.3.1. Topic analysis
The topic modeling has become a popular approach to identifying

future hidden topics from a corpus of text (J. Chang et al., 2009; S.
Chang et al., 2009; Hall et al., 2008; Monemi and Rost, 2016). The first
generation of topic models was able to capture different topics covered
by a collection of documents, and the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
is the best-known model in this generation. It is based on a Bayesian
statistical technique to infer what each word might mean on the basis of
its neighboring or co-occurrence of words (Blei et al., 2003). The basic
assumption of the LDA is that each document is a mixture of topics,
where each topic is a distribution over words. Each word appeared in
the document can be assigned to one of topics with some probability,
and the meaning of the word might change with the association of other
words inside the document (Monemi and Rost, 2016). In contrast with
text mining based on occurrence frequency, the LDA has the merit of
reflecting the context of sentences in documents (Pépin et al., 2017).
The LDA has been utilized to derive topics as well as to identify the
evolutionary process or development path of technology by analyzing
trends of topics and keywords (Furukawa et al., 2015; Monemi and
Rost, 2016). Venugopalan and Rai (2015) used topic modeling to map
patents to probability distributions over real-world categories/topics. It
presented a natural language processing based hierarchical technique
that enables the automatic identification and classification of patent
datasets into technology areas and sub-areas. Likewise, since the LDA is
regarded as an even more statistically sophisticated technique for the
conceptualization and identification of scientific topics (Furukawa
et al., 2015; Mavridis and Symeonidis, 2012), it is appropriate to

Table 1
Available information and application of each IPR.

IPRs Representation Information Classification Application

Patent Technology Description of new inventions · Technology classification, Keyword,
Assignee, Inventor, Citation

IPC (International Patent
Class)

Patenting strategy

Design Product Appearance and form of products applying
technology requiring mass production

· Keyword related to color, materials,
finishing
Classification

Locarno International
Classification

Design strategy

Trade-mark Business Applicable fields of goods and services
similar group of product

· Classification, Owner, Similar group of
product

NICE International
Classification

Business plan
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grouping patents based on probabilistic distribution. Thus, this paper
exploits the LDA for grouping patents whose technological functions are
similar because the LDA is able to derive topics taking co-occurrence of
words into consideration, and documents involved in same topics can
be grouped respectively.

2.3.2. Network analysis
The social network is composed of a set of ‘entities’, like persons,

groups, or organizations, and a ‘relation’ on those entities, such as
friendship, inter-personal communication, or agonistic acts (Butts,
2008). The analysis not only seeks to predict the structure of relation-
ships among social entities, but also investigates the impact of that
structure on other social phenomena. Thus, social network analysis has
been widely utilized to identify the spillover of knowledge flow based
upon bibliographic data such as citation relationship between patents
(J. Chang et al., 2009; S. Chang et al., 2009; Érdi et al., 2013; Kim et al.,
2008; Park et al., 2005; Yoon and Park, 2004). Beyond this, there are
many attempts to exploit network structure to examine the complex
social relationship, by extension, the challenge of missing and hidden
links that has arisen in recent times. To predict missing or hidden links
aims to estimate the likelihood of the existence of links between two
agents based on the observed links and the attributes of agents (Liu
et al., 2013). This has attracted attention from researchers in social
networks, because link prediction is helpful for understanding the
evolution of real networks. Also, predicting links accurately in a net-
work can offer crucial evidence about the rules that drive its evolution
(Lü et al., 2015). The link prediction is conducted by calculating the
similarity between nodes, under the assumption that the higher the
similarity between nodes, the higher the likelihood of the existence of a
hidden link. There were several studies on link prediction for non-bi-
partite graphs (1-mode network) with a variety of methodologies,
which are generally classified as node-based and topology-based link
prediction (Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg, 2007). The node-based simi-
larity depends on the actions or attribute of nodes, such as Euclidean
distance, cosine similarity, and vector space model. On the other hand,
topology-based link prediction relies on topological information, and it
is compartmentalized as (1) neighbors-based, (2) path-based, and (3)
random walk-based link prediction. Among them, prediction based on
neighbors has been widely utilized, and there are many forms of link
prediction relying on neighbors, such as common neighbors, Jaccard
coefficient, preferential attachment, and Salton cosine similarity.
Among them, the common neighbor technique, which counts the
number of neighbors that two nodes have in common, is selected in this
paper. This approach is based on an idea that the more the number of

common neighbors of two nodes u and v, the more the probability of a
future relationship between node u and v (Gupta et al., 2015). For an
undirected graph, similarity for an edge is defined as follows:

= ∩N u N vSimilarity(u, v) | ( ) ( )|

As referred to earlier, it is intuitive to figure out hidden links in a
social network, and simple to apply to a bipartite network (2-mode
network). We assume that two elements - patent and trademark in this
paper - are likely to have same functions or markets if they share
common neighbors. In other words, the more common neighbors they
have, the more likely they have same functions. Under this assumption,
hidden links between patents and trademarks are discovered through
detecting non-connected links sharing common neighbors. These
hidden links derived from common neighbor technique are regarded as
a candidate of potential R&BD area and it will be further explained in
Section 3.

2.3.3. Generative topographic mapping (GTM)
Another methodology is generative topographic mapping (GTM),

which is a sort of non-linear latent variable model, for which the
parameters of the model could be determined through the EM algo-
rithm (Bishop et al., 1998a, 1998b). The GTM is widely used as a
methodology for grouping and data visualization, because it offers more
flexibility by adopting soft clustering through the responsibility of each
data point. In addition, it is exploited for patent mapping and identi-
fying vacuum information in an objective way, as compared to principal
component analysis, which is quite qualitative when finding vacuums
and clusters (Son et al., 2012). They proposed a GTM-based patent map
that aimed to automatically detect and interpret technology vacuums,
so a GTM-based patent map provides a grid-based two-dimensional
map, in which each patent is mapped to the relevant grid. Jeong and
Yoon (2013) suggested a method that derived essential patents through
GTM-based standard and patent maps. It included a systematic process
that identified vacuums on a standard map in a specific technological
field, and enabled analysts to find candidates for promising essential
patents, rather than relying on experts. Jeong et al. (2015) proposed the
GTM-based patent roadmap, where GTM served to explore novel areas
for patent development. Information included in the vacuums of GTM-
based patent map was connected to nodes on the patent roadmap.

Likewise, the GTM makes it possible to develop a map that consists
of keyword vectors to detect vacuums intuitively in this map, using
bibliographic data such as patents or publications. Each cell including
vacuum possesses information related to keyword vector, which en-
ables to investigate vacuum cells in detail. It relies on one of the

Table 2
Description related to methodologies used in this study.

Methodology Purpose Benefit Technical problems that our study desires to solve

Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA)

- Grouping patents depending on
similar technological features

- Topic modeling based on a probabilistic
model

- Documents summarized as topics and
detailed keywords

- Clustering documents by topics based on
the probabilistic distribution of words and
topics

- Not relying on simple keywords
- Considering co-occurrence of words
- Enabling to make groups with consideration of context
- Yielding more accurate

Network analysis - Exploring potential but hidden R&
BD areas

- Applicable to a bipartite network (two-
mode network)

- Easily identifying hidden links based on
local similarity features

- Identifying and predicting hidden links between
nodes based on links sharing same nodes

- Solution based on a basic idea that the more common
neighbors they have, the more likely they have same
functions or markets

- To find unexplored fields
Generative topographic

mapping (GTM)
- Exploring emerging and
promising R&BD areas

- Finding vacuum areas intuitively from the
GTM-based map

- Utilizing vector information representing
vacuum cells

- Using bibliographic data including both
descriptions and owners (or authors)

- To assess and detect the emergence of hidden and
potential areas derived from network analysis
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advantages of the GTM that the neighborhood-preserving nature of the
GTM mapping is an automatic consequence of the choice of a con-
tinuous function. Vacuums of the latent space are automatically iden-
tified and the GTM offers a probabilistic framework for the automatic
identification of latent variables by inversing mapping (Bishop et al.,
1998a, 1998b). That is to say, the continuous function of the GTM re-
presents a mapping from the latent space onto the data space, as a re-
sult, a grid vacuum can be reversely mapped into real data using this
characteristic. The GTM has decisive advantages in visualizing multi-
dimensional information as well as investigating the characteristics of
unoccupied cells on a map (Jeong and Yoon, 2013).

Therefore, our study will apply the GTM technique to discover
hidden but potential R&BD areas because they map objects (such as
nodes) and visualize relations, leading to detecting unrevealed ones.
While the neighbor-based link prediction based on network analysis is
able to find out hidden nodes depending on similar relations, the GTM
is used to define potential R&BD areas where specific firms are able to
enter without high competence. Our approach will establish the GTM-
based map by mapping firms having ownership of trademarks as
compared to previous studies, which provides the market status and the
scope of business for each company. From the viewpoint of biblio-
graphic data, network analysis-based link prediction intends to focus on
textual data and relationships between elements and GTM-based map
observes information related to the owner of trademark for finding the
promising R&BD areas.

3. Methodology

3.1. Basic concept

This research suggests an approach to comprehensively analyze
IPRs, and to explore hidden but promising R&BD areas in the near fu-
ture. In other words, we define these areas as ‘emerging R&BD areas’
that have several characteristics - potential impact, high speed of
growth, novelty, development effort and developers' capabilities – in
reference to previous study (Lee et al., 2018). For the purpose of dis-
covering emerging R&BD areas, those features are dealt with in each
module. After finding unrevealed R&BD areas through network ana-
lysis, the emergence of R&BD areas is evaluated by keyword analysis
and market indicators. In particular, patents and trademarks are uti-
lized as fundamental resources to search promising R&BD areas, be-
cause they are respectively representative of technology and business.
From this viewpoint, the relationships between technology and business
are analyzed by network analysis and topic modeling, focusing on the
similarity of contents. The potential R&BD areas are identified in the
form of the hidden and missing links in the established network, which
is composed of two actors – patent and trademark – in advance. Then,
promising R&BD areas are chosen with regard to the status of market
and competition through network analysis from the viewpoint of rela-
tions between actors. The idea of exploration for emerging R&BD areas
is to discover latent relationships between IPRs that may have been
missed out. In order to provide more meaningful insight for successful R
&BD, possible business cases are suggested by exploiting design patents
that show the detailed appearances of goods. Fig. 1 shows our approach
to explore potential and promising R&BD areas, and the detailed pro-
cess is described in the next section.

3.2. Overall process

3.2.1. Exploration for potential R&BD areas by analyzing the relation
between patent and trademark

This study desires to discover emerging market opportunities by
considering the status of technology development for achieving suc-
cessful commercialization. From this viewpoint, it is necessary to in-
vestigate just what technology is able to provide and implement novel
items for business. Thus, the patent is utilized to examine technological

functions, because it has specification and description related to the
technology. Patents are collected from national patent databases, and
then keywords that are able to represent the functionality of technology
are extracted by LDA. The number of topics and keywords comprising a
topic is defined by researchers, giving consideration the amount of data
and purpose of analysis. Since the probability that a document is in-
volved in a specific topic is also calculated, it is possible to cluster
documents into a group (a topic). As a result, patents are grouped on
the basis of similar features, and each cluster can be regarded as a
function of technology.

For the purpose of examining the relationship between technology
and business, this study applies 2-mode network analysis by using pa-
tents and trademarks. Each trademark has ‘Goods and services’, which
means fields protected by the legal right of the trademark application in
the form of words. Thus, keywords related to each class of trademark
classifications are extracted in reference to explanatory notes, and they
are defined as “business keywords”. In order to identify which area is
implemented by novel functions of technology, the occurrence fre-
quency of business keywords in patent documents is counted, and a
patent-trademark relationship matrix is established that consists of two
axes – technology (patent cluster) and business (business keyword de-
rived from trademark), as shown in Fig. 2. This matrix establishes a
two-mode network that is composed of two nodes – patent cluster, and
class of trademark. The edge is based on the occurrence of business
keywords in patent documents; in other words, a specific patent can be
implemented by specific keywords, because patent documents have
information related to this embodiment of this technology or function.

After developing the technology–trademark network, potential R&
BD areas are identified by the common neighbor-based similarity in
network analysis. The common neighbor-based technique considers
that two nodes are more similar if they have many common features, so
it makes a new link between them, as shown in Fig. 3. The potential R&
BD areas are first identified by the number of a common neighbor,
because the objective of this paper is to discover unrevealed areas
where similar technology is already implemented, or has entered, but
specific technology has not yet been implemented. From this viewpoint,
nodes with weak ties that have low centrality are primarily chosen, and
then common neighbors are calculated, and hidden links are dis-
covered.

3.2.2. Exploration for promising R&BD areas by analyzing trademarks
The potential R&BD areas at the prior step are assessed by trade-

mark analysis, in order to find emerging and promising R&BD areas.
The trademark has information about ‘goods and services’ and ‘owners’,
so it is useful to identify market statuses, such as competitors, and fields
dominated by other companies. The first module intends to find un-
explored fields, whereas this module aims to assess and detect the
emergence of hidden and potential areas (which are derived from the
first module) with considering characteristics of emergence.
Aforementioned, emerging R&BD areas have a few of features – (1)
prominent impact, (2) growth rate, (3) novelty, and (4) development
effort and developers' capabilities. Three of them (without development
effort and developers' capabilities) are reflected as the indicator for
evaluating the value of each cell in the GTM-based firm-trademark map.
Another feature is also identified on this map and assessed by market
and competitor status.

To do this, at first, trademarks relevant to potential areas derived by
the relation between technology and business in the previous module
are collected from the national trademark database, which provides
bibliographic data of trademarks, along with the patent database.
Second, business keywords are again extracted from trademark docu-
ments, especially in the part of ‘goods and services’, by term frequency-
inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) which means the importance of
each keyword compared to the number of document. The business
keywords are limited to the potential R&BD areas defined at the prior
step. Third, a firm-business keyword matrix is developed for the
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Fig. 1. Research framework.

Fig. 2. A patent-trademark relationship matrix.
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purpose of analyzing market status; in other words, this step examines
which firm carries on the business. This is identified by whether the
business keywords occur in the trademark document. Finally, a firm-
business map is established by generative topographic mapping (GTM),
which is useful to discover vacuums, as well as to visualize data, as
shown in Fig. 4.

In particular, since the GTM is able to identify detailed information
about vacuums, a GTM-based firm–business map provides the busi-
nesses that a firm carries out, and empty areas for doing a business in
the form of vacuum. The vacuum is regarded as areas where do not a
business yet, and no trademarks are mapped in these vacuums. Thus,
they might be considered as a relatively novel area where other com-
petitors have not yet entered into. However, it is unclear that the va-
cuum may be really novel and promising but hidden until now, or
might be not a valuable area, making other competitors give up
launching a business. Thus, it is necessary to identify whether the
business areas corresponding to vacuums are really promising or not,
with the aim of exploring hidden and promising R&BD areas while
avoiding worthless areas. The evaluation process for finding promising
R&BD areas is as follows. In order to evaluate the degree of emergence
of vacuums, the information of keyword vector, whether the keyword is
included in the vacuum, is utilized. It is because the GTM has an ad-
vantage that the continuous function defines a mapping from the latent
space into the data space; this vacuum feature on a grid can be reversely
mapped into real data. The process for evaluating the emergence of
vacuum cell is based on an assessment of business keywords that is
calculated by the weighted sum of score by keyword. Using the pre-

defined list of business keywords from the trademark documents to
develop the GTM-based trademark-firm map, each keyword is eval-
uated by five-point scale for each indicator (Table 3). Two indicators –
technological competence and marketability – are defined, and they are
divided sub-indicators which consider different characteristics of
‘emerging’ area such as prominent impact, growth rate, novelty, and
development effort and developers' capabilities from both technology
and market aspects (Table 3). The business keywords defined at the
prior step were evaluated by a 5-point scale based on these indicators.
At this time, quantitative indicators such as market size, growth rate are
scaled by cut-off value as 5-point scale, and qualitative indicators which
require to subjective judgment are also scaled by the degree of corre-
spondence with the definition of indicators. The evaluation for a busi-
ness keyword is conducted by relying on reviews on market or tech-
nology. Finally, the degree of emergence for each vacuum is calculated
by the weighted sum, and the vacuum cell with the highest degree of
emergence was defined as an emerging and promising R&BD area. The
weighed sum of the vacuum is called the ‘degree of emergence’ in this
paper, and the cells with the highest degree of promise become emer-
ging R&BD areas. Then, detailed information is suggested by extracting
and assessing unique keywords of each vacuum that do not exist in
other cells, based on the keyword portfolio where two axes – techno-
logical competitiveness and marketability – exist. Finally, keywords
with a high value of the two indicators become definitive R&BD areas.

3.2.3. R&BD strategy establishment based on design patent
After identifying promising R&BD areas, the R&BD strategy is

Fig. 3. Identifying potential R&BD areas based on common neighbors.
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established by analyzing design patents, which is different from patents,
in that the design patent aims to protect the appearances of products or
services (e.g., graphic user interface). In particular, the Korea Patent
and Trademark Office provides a database –the ‘design map’, where the
design patents are collected from the United States, Japan, Europe, and
Korea patent databases, and are classified by the products and features
of each product. The design map developed by KIPO categorizes design
patents into eight classifications, such as home appliances; digital de-
vices including computers; furniture and interior; outside construction;
household items and stationery; fashion accessories and cosmetics;
health, sports and leisure; transportation; and graphic design. Each
category has many products, and there are a total of ninety product
classifications. Because each product has common features by product
lines, but are distinct from other products, the map is structuralized

according to formal features, such as formal shape, and location of
operation key. The combination of features represents a product, and it
will be evidence for checking whether the combination can be techni-
cally implemented or not, through investigating the status of design
applications.

Consequently, the R&BD strategy is established with the goal of
avoiding previous appearances, as well as technically checking the
feasibility for combinations of each component or feature. It is sug-
gested in two ways, and the first one is to offer the overall distribution
of design patents. All kinds of design patents are gathered, and the
number and proportion of each feature are calculated, leading to the
overall distribution of design patents within a specific category of
product. Another viewpoint for establishing R&BD strategy is to suggest
frequently occurring product designs, which mean the combinations of

Fig. 4. The example of GTM-based firm-business map.

Table 3
Indicators for evaluating keyword.

Criteria Indicators Description

Technological competitiveness Novelty The extent to which the technology is new in the market
Technology life cycle The stage in the life cycle of technology which consists of four stage – introduction, growth, maturity, and decline
Type of technology – Basic technology, Applied technology, Development (within the framework of technology)

– Material, component or process, product or service (within the framework of product and service)
Applicability The extent to which the technology can be applied to other fields of technology
Possibility of substitution The extent to which the technology is substituted by other competitive technology

Marketability Market size The size of market relevant to product/service keyword
Growth rate The growth rate of market relevant to product/service keyword
Ease of commercialization The extent to which the product or service can be implemented and commercialized with exploiting technology
Regulation The extent to which regulation is strict when going into the market
Extensibility The extent to which the scope of market is extended by applying to other markets
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features. This makes it possible to automatically and quickly identify
previous appearances of products, and to offer considerations or di-
rections for R&BD when implementing the novel technology.

4. Results

4.1. Data collection

In order to illustrate the suggested process for identifying potential
and promising R&BD areas, this paper selected Organic light-emitting
diode (OLED) technology. This has been a backbone of IT devices, and
continues to thrive, pursuing oncoming generations of displays. In
particular, new technology, such as transparent displays and rollable
displays, has infinite possibilities of applying to completely novel areas,
as well as the existing industry, while growing the display industry.
Thus, patents were collected from the United States patent database
(USPTO), and the period for patent collection is limited to the last five
years, because the objective of this study is to find promising R&BD
areas based upon new patent (technology or functions). As a result, 771
patents that were registered from 2012 to 2016 were collected.

4.2. Exploration of potential R&BD areas by analyzing the relations
between patent and trademark

Twenty topics and 15 keywords by each topic related to technology
were extracted, and patents were grouped through LDA, as shown in
Table 4. The number of topic is defined by two ways - statistic model

and domain knowledge of researcher. In the statistical model, there are
four well-known metrics proposed by Griffiths and Steyvers (2004),
Arun et al. (2010), Cao et al. (2009), and Deveaud et al. (2014) and
they are provided by R package ‘ldatuning’. Since the statistical models
enable to narrow the range of choices for topic number, a simple ap-
proach to deciding the topic number is to find extremum by integrating
the results from these metrics in order. The statistical methods sug-
gested by the four studies are excellent to find optimal number of topics
even though they were based on different models respectively. First,
Griffiths and Steyvers (2004) selected Bayesian models and computed
an estimate of posterior probability by varying the topic values through
running Markov chains. Cao et al. (2009) utilized an idea of clustering
process based on density, assuming that the similarity will be as large as
possible in the intra-cluster while as small as possible between inter-
clusters. This study integrated the clustering approach based on density
into LDA and it enables to adaptively select the appropriate number of
topics. Arun et al. (2010) and Deveaud et al. (2014) focused on max-
imizing the information divergence, especially Kullbaack-Leibler di-
vergence which is used to measure the difference between two prob-
ability distributions and between all pairs of topics. The other metric is
perplexity, which is the most common way to evaluate a probabilistic
model is to measure the log-likelihood of a held-out test set. It measures
how well a probability distribution or probability model predicts a
sample. They considered different ideas and models when integrating
them to LDA for finding optimal number of topics with different char-
acteristics, resulting in excellent performance when finding optimal
topic numbers. Although these metrics suggest the optimal number of

Table 4
Topics and keywords related to OLED technology.

Topic Title Keywords

1 Process by vacuum thermal evaporation Deposit, material, mask, substrate, pattern, evaporation, source, measure, use, surface,
amount, process, align, method, chamber

2 Structure of OLED Electrode, drive, transistor, film, thin, layer, gate, connect, capacitor, semiconductor, form,
emission, drain, control, switch

3 Organic materials for OLED Group, compound, substitute, formula, prefer, use, unsubstitute, atom, organ, mmol, wherein,
material, alkyl, option, independent

4 Structure of OLED display panel Data, image, value, display, control, generator, block, method, luminance, signal, correspond,
plural, pixel, accord, panel

5 OLED display and interface Voltage, transistor, signal, scan, power, supply, data, control, electrode, node, drive, source,
connect, coupling, ole

6 Switch drive technique and circuit Transistor, circuit, terminal, signal, drive, connect, control, switch, voltage, ole, gate,
capacitor, node, phase, program

7 TFT array substrate Layer, electrode, form, insulation, gate, pattern, metal, conduct, TFT, active, drain, substrate,
source, contact, oxide

8 OLED display with spalled semiconductor Glass, substrate, layer, block, device, OLED, temperature, metal, structure, material, heat,
polymer, packaging, semiconductor, transparent

9 System and method for remote display Display, device, user, system, computer, screen, electron, control, communication, sensor,
operator, least, data, use, receiver

10 Driving circuit and electro-optical device Voltage, drive, TFT, data, sensor, OLED, refer, display, switch, supply, connect, device, accord,
threshold, circuit

11 Touch panel and display device with touch panel Display, touch, panel, surface, device, terminal, connect, embodiment, board, cover, circuit,
side, form, member, pad

12 Electronic device and method for manufacturing Film, substrate, layer, form, use, method, barrier, bond, device, laser, resin, silicon, beam,
adhesive, manufacturing

13 Organic electro luminescent display and method Layer, form, organ, display, substrate, OLED, film, material, encapsulation, electrode,
inorganic, thin, surface, light emit, member

14 OLED device architecture Light, emit, organ, diode, display, accord, exemplary, OLED, source, emission, refer, plural,
relation, claim, position

15 Method of manufacturing for OLED array substrate Color, subpixel, display, OLED, red, blue, green, filter, light emit, light, white, device, unit,
structure, arrange

16 Flexible electronic display Display, plural, direct, substrate, OLED, line, form, pixel, open, edge, connect, wherein,
arrange, dispose, adjacent

17 Organic devices having a fiber structure Layer, electrode, emission, form, organ, hole, material, OLED, transport, electron, auxiliary,
inject, device, thick, anode

18 Retardation compensation element for liquid crystal display Display, optic, image, light, transparent, reflect, polar, crystal, liquid, lenses, panel, mirror,
device, surface, system

19 Nozzle-droplet combination techniques to deposit fluids in substrate
locations within precise tolerances

Nozzle, print, use, target, droplet, volume, process, head, combine, deposit, ink, substrate,
scan, represent, select

20 Flexible display devices with bridged wire traces/chamfered
polarization layer/gate-in-panel circuit

Layer, flexible display, bend, trace, conduct, wire, provide, base, circuit, stress, support, active,
design, allow
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topics, it is limited to the range of optimal number and there is at risk
for forcing noise information into a few of topics. At this point, this
paper utilized four methods comprehensively rather than selecting one
method among them, leading to identify the coarse range of topic
numbers. As a result, the approximate scope of topic numbers ranged
from 20 to 35 which was the extreme value (maximum and minimum)
among other values based on excellent four models proposed by pre-
vious studies using R packages ‘ldatuning’. Then, the actual point was
decided by reviewing distribution of words and topics to best account
for the set of documents. In other words, the final work conducted by
researchers after identifying coarse range of topic numbers based on the
statistic models is to adjust the number of topics by considering whe-
ther a topic is able to account for the words used in a set of documents.
The decision on the number of topics needs to be made by combining
the statistical model and the domain knowledge of researchers, taking
account of possibility of interpretation and feasibility, and utility for
research questions. Thus, we determined the number of topic from this
perspective, especially focusing on which number of topics is able to
summarize and explain overall corpus extracted from patent docu-
ments.

Based on the statistic metrics, the range of optimal topics was 20 to
35, and then the number of topics was defined as 20 on the evidence of
explanation ability of topic for documents and feasibility. Thus, in si-
milar with the number of topics, the number of keyword is decided
within the framework of how many words are able to represent a topic,
because the title of topic is named after the keywords contained in each
topic after extracting topics and keywords. At the same time, the
business keywords were chosen on the basis of the explanatory note of
NICE international classification that is commonly used as a worldwide
classification for trademark. Then, whether the business keyword oc-
curred in patent documents by each topic (cluster) was identified,
which led to the network between patent and trademark, as shown in
Fig. 5.

From the network established, nodes with a low degree of centrality
were chosen, because they were open to connect with other nodes from
two viewpoints – topic and trademark class. There was a node ‘topic 3’
with low centrality from the view of topic, and there were low cen-
tralities of nodes ‘class 39’, ‘class 45’, ‘class 26’, ‘class 35’, ‘class 12’,
‘class 18’, and ‘class 27’. After selecting nodes with a low degree of
centrality, nodes with high similarity based on common neighbor were
selected, as shown in Tables 5 and 6. For example, ‘Topic 3’ was similar
to ‘Topic 4’ and ‘Topic 18’, in that they shared common neighbors with
‘Topic 3’. In order to find hidden links, other ‘class’ nodes that were
connected with ‘Topic 4’ and ‘Topic 18’ were respectively investigated,
because vertices between nodes only existed in between the patent
topic and trademark class. As a result, common neighbors between
topic 3 and topic 4 were trademark classes 2–7, 9–12, 16, 18, and 21.
Similarly, common neighbors between topic 3 and topic 18 were tra-
demark classes 1–7, 9–12, 18, and 21. Based on these common neigh-
bors, potential vertices were determined as class 8, class 14, class 16,
class 30, and class 35 in trademark, which can be interpreted at this
phase as potential R&BD candidate areas.

4.3. Exploration of promising R&BD areas by analyzing trademarks

For R&BD candidates derived from network analysis, relevant tra-
demarks were collected from the USPTO database. Because the tech-
nology related to Topic 3 has applied to business defined as Class 8
(Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; ra-
zors), Class 14 (Precious metals and their alloys; jewelry, precious
stones; horological and chronometric instruments), Class 16 (Paper and
cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; sta-
tionery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' mate-
rials; paintbrushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture);
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic mate-
rials for packaging; printers' type; printing blocks), Class 30 (Coffee,

tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and pre-
parations made from cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; edible
ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vi-
negar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice), and Class 35 (Advertising;
business management; business administration; office function), the
searching query for trademark collection was composed of keywords
included in Topic 3 and business keywords related to the five classes of
trademark. As a result, 550 trademarks were collected, and 277 firms
owned these trademarks. Then, core business keywords only included
in the potential R&BD areas (the abovementioned five classes of tra-
demark) were defined by using TF-IDF, and whether they were related
to specific firms was identified as the matrix of business keyword–firm
matrix, like a term-document matrix. From this matrix, the trademark-
firm map was established through GTM, and vacuum cells were iden-
tified as shown in Fig. 6. Each cell in this map shows that each devel-
opers' (firms') efforts for specific business areas. The number of cell
shows the range of market or product, and the number of firms mapped
on each cell represents developers' effort for the relevant area. Thirty-
six vacuums were derived from 81 cells, and then they were evaluated
by weights sum for each keyword. This is because all of the vacuums
have the possibility of commercialized technology caused by trouble in
implementation to product or business, or low value for customers, as
well as developers. Consequently, the top five vacuums – Cell 80, Cell
81, Cell 2, Cell 8, and Cell 17 (in descending order of degree of promise)
- with high technological competitiveness and marketability were de-
ducted as promising R&BD areas, and keywords involved in these cells
are described in Table 7.

After selecting vacuum cells having a high degree of promise, fea-
ture keywords that were differentiated from other cells were respec-
tively extracted. In other words, feature keywords were also defined as
unique and representative keywords of each cell that did not exist in
other cells, as shown in Table 7. In particular, most vacuums were able
to include two or more categories of keywords, because business key-
words used to analyze trademarks were chosen in different classes of
trademark classification. Among them, promising business keywords
that have high technological competitiveness and marketability were
finally chosen as promising areas for successful R&BD, through devel-
oping a keyword portfolio, as shown in Fig. 7. In the meantime, out-
dated keywords that might exist in vacuum cells but were not appro-
priate to the latest trend could be removed.

Topic 3 is related to organic electroluminescent materials that are
placed in between two conductors of different work functions on the
authority of keywords contained in this topic. The technology per-
taining to topic 3 is executed not only as raw materials for comprising
displays or other products, but also as merchandise or service, after
producing displays or screens first. In this regard, the information in-
volved in vacuum cells is interpreted, and led to both potential and
promising R&BD areas, as below.

Vacuum cell 80 had the highest degree of promise, and possessed
business keywords as below – diagnostic, smartphones, engines, hinges,
brake, filtering, and preservatives. As mentioned earlier, this cell also
had a string of themes, and there were three kinds of keywords in this
cell – vehicle (hinges, brake, engines etc.), diagnosis, and preservatives.
Since the OLED is thin, and has no limitation for viewing angle, it is
possible to be applied and implemented in the field that requires more
rigor, like diagnosis or filtering. In particular, the OLED is widely uti-
lized in head-up displays in vehicles, so keywords associated with ve-
hicles often occurred simultaneously. In addition, the OLED display has
recently attracted great attention in the connected car and self-driving
car industry, which uses sensors and displays to navigate public roads
without a human driver, through always connected with a network.
Since this industry will continue to attract attention, it is possible for
the OLED technology to enter the automobile industry. On the other
hand, one of the advantages of the OLED is derived from the ease of
chemical manipulation to adjust color, so the organic materials utilized
in OLED are various. The combination of electroluminescent organic
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material is able to provide different colors of light. From this viewpoint,
it has the possibility to expand the application scope of organic mate-
rials, such as producing preservatives.

Vacuum cell 81 contains three different themes - ‘Internet’, ‘infant’,
and ‘astronomy’ representatively. As previously mentioned, the OLED
has lower power consumption than Liquid crystal display (LCD), due to
the lack of a backlight, which makes the display slimmer. This leads to
the range of application being extended, like the keywords ‘Internet’

and ‘astronomy’. Although the Internet has attracted attention in recent
years, interest in the Internet or wireless network has lasted and ac-
celerated due to smart devices, like wearable and monitoring devices
within the framework of the ‘Internet of things’. In particular, it is based
on sensors and displays that perceive visual and tactile data, which is
transmitted and connected to the system. The raw data transmitted by
display and sensor is analyzed automatically, and then useful in-
formation and services are offered through the wireless network and

Fig. 5. The patent-trademark network in the OLED technology.

Table 5
Potential vertex in OLED technology based on network analysis (from viewpoint of topic).

Topic with a low
degree of centrality

Topics with high similarity Common neighbor (class
of trademark)

Spurious vertex (class of
trademark)

Potential vertex (class of
trademark)

Similarity Connected classes of trademark

Topic 3 Topic 4 (0.5) 10, 34, 6, 5, 8, 3, 4, 2, 24, 27, 20, 25, 21, 7, 11,
9, 30, 16, 18, 14, 19, 15, 12, 35, 26

10, 6, 5, 3, 4, 2, 21, 7, 11,
9, 16, 18, 12
10, 6, 5, 3, 4, 1, 2, 21, 7,
11, 9, 18, 12

34, 8, 24, 27, 20, 25, 30, 14,
19, 16, 35, 26

Class 8
Class 14
Class 16
Class 30
Class 35Topic 18 (0.5) 10, 13, 6, 5, 8, 3, 4, 1, 2, 22, 33, 25, 21, 38, 7,

11, 29, 9, 30, 16, 23, 17, 18, 14, 15, 12, 35, 40
10, 6, 5, 3, 4, 1, 2, 21, 7,
11, 9, 18, 12

13, 8, 22, 33, 25, 38, 29, 30,
23, 17, 14, 16, 35, 40
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Internet (Al-Fuqaha et al., 2015). In the meantime, display using OLED
technology will play an important role in the IoT systems, like net-
worked vehicles, intelligent traffic systems, and smart home or cities,
from the viewpoint of visual recognition (Rose et al., 2015).

Furthermore, OLED can be exploited for infants, as well as astronomy,
such as wearable band, pulse oximeter for infants, and medical mon-
itoring devices, because OLED technology makes the size of screen or
display smaller with advanced quality.

Table 6
Potential vertex in OLED technology based on network analysis (from viewpoint of trademark).

Class of trademark with low degree
of centrality

Class with high similarity Common neighbor (patent
topic)

Spurious vertex (patent
topic)

Potential vertex (patent
topic)

Similarity Connected patent topic

Class 39 Class 41 (0.6) 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 5, 6, 7 9, 10 9
Class 45 (0.5) 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17 5, 6, 7 8, 9, 17

Class 45 Class 27 (0.6) 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 16, 17 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17 2, 4, 13, 16, 17 2, 13, 16
Class 37 (0.5) 2, 5, 6, 8, 9 5, 6, 8, 9 2
Class 23 (0.5) 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 16,

17, 18
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17 2, 10, 11, 13, 16, 18

Class 31 (0.5) 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17 2
Class 19 (0.5) 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13,

16, 17
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17 2, 4, 11, 12, 13, 16

Class 41 (0.571429) 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 5, 6, 7, 9 10
Class 39 (0.5) 5, 6, 7 5, 6, 7 –

Class 26 Class 19 (0.571429) 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13,
16, 17

4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13 2, 10, 16, 17 2, 10, 16, 17

Class 35 Class 27 (0.545455) 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 16, 17 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13 2, 9, 16, 17
Class 12 Class 27 (0.5625) 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 16, 17 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 17 16 16

Class 23 (0.6875) 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 16,
17, 18

2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13,
17, 18

16

Class 31 (0.6875) 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15,
16, 17

2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13,
15, 17

16

Class 19 (0.6875) 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13,
16, 17

2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 17

16

Class 18 Class 27 (0.571429) 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 16, 17 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 13, 17 8, 16 8, 16
Class 31 (0.5) 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15,

16, 17
2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17 8, 15, 16

Class 19 (0.6) 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13,
16, 17

2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17 8, 16

Class 27 Class 23 (0.692307) 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 16,
17, 18

2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 16, 17 10, 11, 18 10, 11, 18

Fig. 6. GTM-based firm-business map related to OLED technology and vacuum cells.
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In the case of vacuum cell 2, the business keywords were primarily
associated with entertainment and education, such as ‘music’, ‘pro-
grams’, ‘journals’, ‘promotional’, ‘entertainment’ and ‘education’. This
means that the OLED display is able to enter this area in the form of e-
publication or contents for entertainment like music, movie, or maga-
zines, which may be regarded as subsidiary areas, after implementing
the display to screens or tablets.

Cell 8 included keywords such as ‘content’, ‘navigation’, ‘pro-
cessors’, ‘capacitors’, and ‘antennas’ that are related to components and
contents implemented by applying the OLED screen or display. Similar
to vacuum cell 81, OLED has provided a high quality of navigation in
automobiles, due to the wide viewing angle; but there are attempts to
make flexible displays using OLED technology, which makes it possible
to design elastic displays. Moreover, it is useful to adapt anywhere, with
being free of location for attaching displays, so OLED technology may
do business for navigation or relevant contents.

Vacuum cell 17 is relevant to safety and measurement, like ‘safety’,
‘warning’, ‘surveillance’, ‘gauges’, and ‘thermometers’. Since the display
was originally applicable to a wide range of cameras, such as lenses,
screens, and viewfinders, OLED technology was especially prevalent in
the compact camera. More recently, it has also started to appear in
DSLR and high-end cameras, by being acknowledged as tiny high-re-
solution displays that are magnified to be used as near-eye displays. In
addition, the color gamut is wider than the LCD display, which allows
more accurate reproduction of the color of the image. Due to totally
unlit black pixels, the contrast is high, and makes a more realistic im-
pression of how the images will look. That is why OLED is able to pe-
netrate the surveillance market in the way of being implemented, such
as video, camera, and CCTV. Most of all, the display applying OLED
technology does not require as much power as equivalently bright
screens, because the light itself is emitted from the display (Zeljkovic,
2013), and thus it is appropriate to the video surveillance system that
requests monitoring in real-time, and for a long time without pause. In
accordance with a surveillance system, it will be a promising business
by extending alarm systems based on surveillance data, with the aim of
strengthening the safety of society. In the case of ‘thermometer’ or
‘gauges’, they are adapted to the smart watch for measuring the en-
vironment when wearing this device in recent times. In this process, the
OLED display is always mentioned in company with the thermometer,
because it serves as the main component of the smart watch. Above this,
OLED display is utilized as a principal part itself of thermometers, and
thus the OLED technology can be commercialized to the measurement
market, like thermometers and gauges.

4.4. R&D strategy establishment by analyzing design patent

Among the derived R&BD areas at the prior step, design patents
related to navigation, devices for medical diagnosis, and watch were
collected and analyzed. These product lines were chosen as re-
presentative promising R&BD areas, in which OLED technology is ap-
plicable.

Designs for navigation were classified according to five features –
shape of front, shape of display, location of operation key, location of
direction key, and installation type, as shown in Table 8. Most of the
navigation designs were horizontally long rectangular-shaped, and had
the same shaped display (respectively 72.18% and 83.89%). Also, the
majority of navigation designs had no operation key or direction key, in
that the functions of navigation, such as searching destination, and
monitoring of current position, were usually operated with the touch
screen involved in navigation. The distribution of design patents found
that navigation was mostly installed on dashboards (52.74%) or within
dashboards (25.99%), and some of them were allowed to be portable
(18.90%). The combinations of each feature in navigation designs were
mostly reported as ‘rectangular shape (horizontally long) – rectangular-
shaped display (horizontally long) – no operation key – no direction key
– installation on dashboard’ (139 designs of 931 designs). Since this
type of navigation is helpful for drivers to operate and monitor while
driving, both drivers and designers prefer this composite of navigation
designs. Taking all these considerations into account, OLED technology
will be applicable to enhance display on navigation units with the aim
of higher visibility and sensitivity of the touch screen.

In the case of devices for medical diagnosis, they had four criteria –
type of device, shape, display, and operation button (see Table 9). The
largest percentage of medical diagnosis devices is diagnostic/test device
(46.24%), which is all kinds of testing apparatus, except for special
uses. Their overall shape is mostly hexahedral (35.40%) or freestyle
(28.54%), and they have a display that is able to show the procedures of
diagnosis or results (68.36%). The operation of the medical diagnosis
device is mostly conducted by push-button (50%), and then a hybrid
approach was used as operation key (34.07%). The results of compo-
sition were similar to the proportion of each feature, and ‘diagnostic/
test device – hexahedron – no display – no operation button’ was a big
part of design patents in medical diagnosis devices (49 designs of 1101
designs). At the device level, the ultrasonic diagnostic device was the
next largest proportion, with hybrid-shaped, display and hybrid op-
eration button (44 designs of 1101 designs).

The smart watch was also chosen as a promising R&BD area with
applying thermometers, so design patents related to the watch were

Table 7
Promising R&BD areas and relevant product lines based on vacuum cell in the GTM-based map.

Vacuum cell number Keywords Promising R&BD areas Related product line (design map of
KIPO*)

Cell 80 Brake, hinges, engines, filtering, diagnostic, preservatives, smartphones Head-up display
Navigation
Diagnosis system
Preservatives
Smartphones

Diagnosis devices for medical
Navigation

Cell 81 Infants, internet, astronomy Internet of Things (IoT)
Wearable or monitoring device for
infant
Display for astronomy

GUI of devices for telecommunication

Cell 2 Entertainment, amusement, music, information, program, movie,
promotional, microphones, semiconductor

Digital contents
e-Publication

–

Cell 8 Navigation, content, automobile, screen, remote, measurement,
processors, antennas, capacitors

Navigation and relevant contents Navigation
GUI of devices for telecommunication

Cell 17 Safety, warning, surveillance, gauges, thermometers, ceramic, circuit Surveillance and safety system
Thermometer

CCTV
Camera
Black box
Medical measurement devices

* means that there is no product line related to cell 2, and it can be substituted "none".
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analyzed. That is because the appearances of the smart watch depend
on the existing watch, in which new functions are added, such as
communication, and networking on the whole. The designs for watches
are classified on the basis of display type, like analog, digital, and hy-
brid, and as a result, most watches were affiliated with analog type
(91.67%). The shape of case and hour plate was circular (36.09% and
63.60% respectively) for the most part. In addition, the next largest
proportion of case shape was left and right convex (27.38%), and rec-
tangular (19.67%). In the case of the hour plate, rectangular was in
second place (21.91%). In the type of time display, the hybrid type was
the largest percentage of display method (33.89%), which displays time
by combining two or more types among Arabic numerals, digital, dot/
line/figure, or Roman alphabet. Looking at the combination of features,
‘analog type – circle-shaped case – circle-shaped hour plate – hybrid
approach for displaying time’ was the representative appearance of the

watch (1790 designs of 12,438 design patents). The designs related to
the watch with the same shape, but displaying time as ‘dot/line/figure’,
were 1188 out of 12,438 design patents. From this point of view, the
smart watch applying OLED technology in the form of the above type
can be developed, and furthermore advanced to this industry.

5. Implication and discussion

In sum, OLED technology can be embedded into medical devices for
diagnosis and measurement, navigation, CCTV, camera, black box,
watches, and GUI for telecommunication devices, which were de-
termined by network analysis, GTM, keyword portfolio, and analysis for
a design patent. In other words, they are regarded as emerging R&BD
areas where is possible to implement product and enter the market by
exploiting OLED technology. The organic materials composing OLEDs

Fig. 7. Keyword portfolio of each vacuum.
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were able to apply to displays, as well as preservatives themselves, and
screens embedding OLED technology are able to enter the market as-
sociated with medical, image and video processing, navigation, and a
variety of automobile applications. Beyond this, it is possible to enter
new services, such as content for navigation designs or smart watches,
entertainment, or education through implementing OLED technology
and convergence with other technology. While OLED was just con-
sidered in the way of screen or display, this approach discovered hidden
and promising R&BD areas by analyzing trademark and design patents.
They are not totally new areas but emergent areas according to recent
advances in technological progress, and it may serve as a secondary
pointer for decision making when entering a new market or dominating
existing ones. OLED technology is possible to give body to three types of
next-generation display – rollable, transparent, and 3D display under
current technological capability. If they are integrated with each
combination of features shown in Tables 8, 9, and 10, new types of
product can be developed. For instance, the first combination with
OLED technology may implement the navigation with horizontally
long-shaped and rollable or foldable display. In particular, the results
shown in Tables 8, 9, and 10 may be regarded as development patterns

for the product until now, so thus similar technology can be applied to
these patterns or substitute and create new business.

This paper aims at identifying technical emergence as well as
market emergence. In the case of technical emergence in OLED tech-
nology, we collected patents over the past five years. It means that
inventions registered as patents are regarded as emerging technology
which is recognized for novelty and creativity compared previous
technology such as flexible display, organic materials. Using the latest
patent documents, the recent and newest trends of emerging OLED
technology were identified in the form of topics by the LDA. In addition,
based upon this, market emergence was investigated by the GTM and
keyword analysis. The market emergence in this paper can be defined
as emerging R&BD areas – devices for medical diagnosis, e-publication
service or contents for entertainment, where are possible to enter and
occupy rapidly by exploiting the latest OLED technology represented as
the form of the topic. In the field, this hybrid approach is useful to
explore emerging R&BD areas with consideration of both technical
emergence and market emergence, but it is applicable by splitting this
approach partially. It means practitioners can focus on identifying
emerging technology with indicators for evaluating the degree of

Table 8
R&BD strategy for navigations.

(1) Structure of product and proportion of each feature

D1: Form of front D2: Display form D3: Location of operation key D4: Location of direction key D5: Type of navigation

Modified rectangular (10.96%) Rectangular (horizontal-long)
(83.89%)

Bottom (2.77%) Circular button (7.84%) In dashboard (25.99%)
Circular button (0.001%) Crosshairs button (0.86%)

Rectangular (horizontal-long) (72.18%) Rectangular (vertical-long) (6.76%) Left (9.13%) Shuttle key (1.40%) On dashboard (52.74%)
Left and right (11.82%) Square-shaped button (3.87%)

Rectangular (vertical-long) (10.63%) Square (4.30%) No operation key (25.78%) Unidentified (2.47%) Portable (18.90%)
Right (11.82%) Up/down (4.73%)

Square (3.44%) No display (4.40%) Top (3.65%) Wheel or jog (7.84%) Etc. (0.86%)
Top and bottom (0.54%) Etc. (5.27%)

Etc. (2.79%) Etc. (0.64%) Etc. (9.45%) No direction key (65.74%) No type (1.50%)

(2) Top 5 combination of each feature

Rank D1: Form of front D2: Display form D3: Location of operation key D4: Location of direction key D5: Type of navigation Freq.

1 Rectangular (horizontal-long) Rectangular (horizontal-long) No operation key No direction key On dashboard 139
2 Rectangular (horizontal-long) Rectangular (horizontal-long) Bottom No direction key In dashboard 74
3 Rectangular (horizontal-long) Rectangular (horizontal-long) Bottom No direction key On dashboard 51
4 Rectangular (horizontal-long) Rectangular (horizontal-long) Left and right No direction key On dashboard 40
5 Rectangular (horizontal-long) Rectangular (horizontal-long) Left No direction key On dashboard 36

Table 9
R&BD strategy for medical diagnosis devices.

(1) Structure of product and proportion of each feature

D1: Device D2: Shape D3: Display D4: Operation key

Cardiac diagnostic device (0.01%) Cylindrical (2.43%) Display exist (68.36%) Dial (3.98%)
Diagnostic/test device (46.24%) Cylindrical (long type) (2.43%) Hybrid (34.07%)
Endoscope (5.54%) No display (31.20%) Push button (50%)
Immunity diagnostic device (2.43%) Hexahedron (35.40%) Sliding type (1.77%)
Pregnancy diagnostic device (0.01%) Switch (3.54%)
Ultrasonic diagnostic device (41.15%) Freestyle (28.54%) Etc. (0.44%) Etc. (6.63%)
Etc. (3.10%) Etc. (1.11%)

(2) Top 5 combination of each feature

Rank D1: Device D2: Shape D3: Display D4: Operation button Freq.

1 Diagnostic/test device Hexahedron No display No button 49
2 Diagnostic/test device Freestyle No display No button 47
3 Ultrasonic diagnostic device Hybrid Display exist Hybrid 44
4 Diagnostic/test device Freestyle No display No button 32
5 Ultrasonic diagnostic device Freestyle No display Push button 30
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emergence restrictively, and then exploring the potential and emerging
R&BD areas. That is to say, the proposed approach is very flexible in
accordance with usage and focus of users.

Furthermore, the proposed approach can be applied to other fields
such as artificial intelligence and deep learning which have received a
lot of attentions from almost all organizations. Since artificial in-
telligence and deep learning are regarded as emerging and disruptive
technology recently, the technological ability has been advanced more
and more. Even though the technological ability of a technology is
improved, it may be not useful if the market or the industry that utilizes
the emerging technology is not defined earlier. In other words, un-
settled market or industry may have a negative effect to growth in ar-
tificial intelligence market. However, this study is able to solve this
problem by predicting emerging R&BD areas based on relevant IPRs
using machine learning, deep learning, and artificial intelligence.

6. Conclusion

This study suggested a novel approach for identifying emerging R&
BD areas through comprehensively analyzing IPRs, including patent,
trademark, and design patent. After finding all kinds of possible and
potential R&BD areas based on the relationship between patent and
trademark with LDA and keyword analysis, the promising R&BD areas
were derived by vacuums in GTM-based trademark map, and additional
assessment relying on keywords. Finally, keyword analysis for each
vacuum offered possible product or service, and then design patents
assisted to check the technical feasibility for the appearances of pro-
ducts in the form of a morphological matrix.

As referred to earlier, this paper attempted to detect emerging and
promising R&BD areas by the hybrid approach integrating topic ana-
lysis (LDA), network analysis, and GTM. The proposed approach was
composed of three techniques using bibliographic data to achieve a goal
for each module. The hybrid approach made better use of bibliometrics
as well as explored emerging R&BD areas structurally and intuitively
through data visualization – especially network analysis and GTM. In
addition, it took account of heterogeneous features and bibliographic
data of IPRs. For example, patent documents involve title, abstract,
owner, description while trademark possesses limited information such
as owner, classification and targeting business. Patent documents con-
tain a large amount of textual data related to the detailed description
for an invention and what to insist and protect legally which is called
claims. It represents technological attributes and functions while

trademark represents the scope of business. Techniques for bibliometric
analysis were chosen diversely to detect emerging R&BD areas, re-
flecting aforementioned different properties of IPRs.

Above all things, this study is meaningful, in that all kinds of IPRs
were utilized to integrally discover new R&BD areas, giving sufficient
consideration to the unique features of each IPR. The information about
technological specification and embodiment involved in patent docu-
ments served to extract functions that can be implemented in goods and
services. Trademarks contributed to determining the market status on
the whole, and the scope of each firm that belongs to the industry.
Then, just for promising R&BD areas, design patents were able to pro-
vide possible appearances and the chances for implementation from
both technology and market perspectives. Moreover, the suggested
approach was to explore new but hidden opportunities in the market,
by relying on technological functions. The R&BD opportunities were
also proposed at the product level in detail, in other words, a blueprint
was suggested in the form of concrete appearance. Design patents
served to check the feasibility of part composition for products, by
asking whether the product can be technologically developed and im-
plemented. From this perspective, the proposed approach will be useful
to apply to high-tech industry and technology-driven industry.

From the viewpoint of practitioners belonging to the fields, this
research helps all stakeholders included in departments of technology
planning, as well as manufacturing, marketing, and advertising on the
whole. When planning and developing new technology, the stake-
holders in this phase may utilize this approach for the purpose of
avoiding infringements of IPRs after terminating research and devel-
opment, which leads to increase in the rate of success in technology
commercialization. In the case of manufacturers, our study is able to
support the minimization of the changeover of design for product and
service, because the feasibility is already checked by IPR analysis – in
particular, design patent analysis on the authority of emerging R&BD
areas, depending on patent and trademark analysis.

Nevertheless, our study still has several limitations. First, the ana-
lysis for design patent was restrictively conducted, while patent and
trademark were analyzed as much as possible. Because the design pa-
tent has a relatively small amount of information that is immediately
applied to analysis with specific methodology compared with the patent
and trademark, the application of design patent has had to be restricted.
The patent has a large amount of bibliographic data, such as technical
specification and application, and the trademark also has a range of
application. In contrast, the design patent just includes the appearances

Table 10
R&BD strategy for watches.

(1) Structure of product and proportion of each feature

D1: Functions D2: Shape of case D3: Shape of hour plate D4: Type of displaying time

Analog (91.67%) Circle (36.09%) Circle (63.60%) Arabic numerals (11.75%)
Ellipse (1.77%) Ellipse (0.19%) Digital (3.26%)

Digital (4.16%) Etc. (6.29%) Etc. (2.90%) Dot/line/figure (31.08%)
Left and right convex (27.38%) Left and right convex (3.92%)

Hybrid (3.87%) Polygon (except of rectangular) (4.11%) Polygon (except of rectangular) (2.40%) Hybrid (33.89%)
Rectangular (19.67%) Rectangular (21.91%)
Spherical (0.58%) Spherical (0.15%) Etc. (0.91%)

Etc. (0.30%) Top and bottom convex (1.19%) Top and bottom convex (0.12%) No text (14.19%)
Totally convex (2.92%) Totally convex (0.19%) Roman alphabet (4.91%)

(2) Top 5 combination of each feature

Rank D1: Device D2: Shape D3: Display D4: Operation button Freq.

1 Analog Circle Circle Hybrid 1790
2 Analog Circle Circle Dot/line/figure 1188
3 Analog Left and right convex Circle Hybrid 977
4 Analog Left and right convex Circle Dot/line/figure 781
5 Analog Rectangular Rectangular Dot/line/figure 700
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of products or graphic user interface that is insufficient to analyze and
examine R&BD areas. Secondly, subjective opinions by the researcher
are still involved in the process of calculating and assessing the degree
of promise, based on weights for keywords constituting cells in the
GTM-based trademark map. Our study endeavored to minimize sub-
jective opinions and effort or time by a human with a systematic ap-
proach, through calculating degree relying on objective data and in-
formation; but experts' opinions was additionally required, with the
goal of more accurate forecasting and reflecting practical opinion.

In order to overcome these limitations, deep learning, which is
proficient at automatically analyzing a huge amount of images and
videos while minimizing human effort, can be applied to investigate
design patents. Since deep learning is able to extract features by itself,
and to learn from accumulated data, the future study for analyzing
design patents based on deep learning may create more meaningful
insights about promising R&BD areas. Moreover, to minimize the su-
pervision of experts, Word-to-Vector (Word2vec), which is regarded as
one of the machine learning techniques, is applicable to assess grading
for each business keyword. It is effective to examine the importance or
value of keywords, by analyzing the co-occurrences in text data, and
then reflecting the context of documents. Since keywords can be eval-
uated though considering relations with other words and context, fu-
ture study depending on Word2Vec will be able to procure the results of
keyword-based analysis.
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